TEMBWA WATER FALL IN NKASI DISTRICT
One of the spectacular sites in Nkasi district is
Tembwa water fall found at China village.

CHIMPS NEAR TO TEMBWA WATER FALL

It is a potential area for Hydro –Electric
Power Generation. The district has set a
budget for construction of road joining to the
site.
Apart from international tourism, the site also
is useful for local tourism where by people
from nearby villages do visit the site almost
every month for leisure or cultural practices.

One of the animals in loasi forest reseave near
to Tembwa water fall. It is a unique animal
species in the world as it is rarely found in
other places.
The site also geographically makes a good site
for bee-keeping
keeping due to the presence flouring
tree and availability of water throughout the
year. An investor who may invest in beebee
keeping by allocating 100 modern be hive
could acquire not less than 10,000,000 per
year.

The site also is used as a resting place by
hunting tourists who are visiting in Lwafi
game reserve. In this case an investment in
building tourist hotels and Lodges around the
site is of important.
While at the site you will enjoy conducive
climatic condition modified by forest
surrounding site,, water rapids and waterfalls,
Suitable land scarp characterized undulating
hills, plain, and gentle slopes.
More interestingly is the availability of many
animals around the site such as antelopes,
elephants, and monkey.
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY AT THE SITE
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The district is welcoming investment from
both local and foreign investor particularly in
building hotels, Lodges, Game ranches,
Hydro-Electrical Power Generation; Water
processing and marketing and any other
more provided that it may be beneficial to
both
h the district and the investor.
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